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Like the yeast that makes beer, cancer cells take up and use nutrients as building blocks to reproduce. 

Summary 

Scientists have known for 100 years that cancer cells metabolize nutrients in a unique way, though they 

ha en’t understood hy. In a ne  paper, MSK researchers reconsider the e idence and offer an 
unorthodox explanation, turning some commonsense wisdom on its head. 

Highlights 

 Normal cells in the body do not take up nutrients without the appropriate growth signals. 

 Cancer cells acquire mutations that allow them to take up nutrients autonomously. 

 This altered metabolism may lie at the heart of cancer. 

 Targeting cancer metabolism opens up new avenues for treatment. 

Long before Louis Pasteur became famous for proving that diseases were caused by germs, he worked in 

a beer factory. His job: finding a way to make beer from sugar, hops, and yeast without having the yeast 

take over the vat, gunking up the beer. 

He failed. 

Turns out yeast are very good at converting sugar into more yeast, and nothing Pasteur did could change 

that — which is why today, most beer is filtered. 

https://www.mskcc.org/research-areas/topics/cancer-metabolism


This long-familiar fact about beer making is inspiring some unconventional thinking about cancer. In a 

paper published today in Cell Metabolism, Memorial Sloan Kettering President and CEO Craig 

Thompson and postdoctoral fellow Natasha Pavlova argue that cancer cells take up and use nutrients 

much like yeast in a vat of sugar, reproducing with wild a a do . Fu the , the  lai  that it’s this alte ed 
metabolism of nutrients — rather than any quirk of a disordered cell cycle — that lies at the heart of 

cancer.   

All of the i fo atio  that d i es the ell le — drives cell growth — comes from cells recognizing 

that the  ha e ade uate ut ie ts,  sa s D . Tho pso . 

If he’s ight, the  u h of hat e thi k e k o  a out a e  is o g.      

The Challenges of Living Together 

For Dr. Thompson and his colleagues, the problem of cancer is intimately tied up with another biological 

question: how living things evolved from single-celled organisms, such as yeast, to multicellular 

organisms like fish, birds, and biologists. 

The fu da e tal thi g that allo s us to li e as a olla o ati e ulti ellula  o ga ism — a society of 

cells — is that every cell agrees it will not take up and utilize the shared resources available to the body 

e ept o  its i st u tio  f o  othe  ells,  sa s D . Tho pso . 

In this view, cancer results when cells stop playing by the food rules. Through mutations, they develop 

the apa it  to a ui e ut ie ts auto o ousl . Afte  that, it’s e e  ell fo  itself. 

Through mutations, cancer cells develop the capacity to acquire nutrients autonomously. 

The easiest way to see this, Dr. Thompson says, is to consider what happens when a person gets a yeast 

infection in the blood, a common problem on hospital wards where people are often 

immunocompromised. The yeast find their way from the bloodstream to the liver — a nutrient 

smorgasbord — and grow out of control. 

Metastati  a e s do the sa e thi g,  he e plai s. The  a t just like east, a d that’s h  the li e  is 
the ost o o  site of etastasis.  

https://www.mskcc.org/research-areas/labs/craig-thompson
https://www.mskcc.org/research-areas/labs/craig-thompson
https://www.mskcc.org/research-areas/labs/members/natasha-pavlova


 

MSK president and CEO Craig Thompson and postdoctoral fellow Natasha Pavlova. 

Drs. Thompson a d Pa lo a a ed thei  pape  The E e gi g Hall a ks of Ca e  Meta olis  i  
ho age to a fa ous a ti le alled The Hallmarks of Cancer,  pu lished i  2000  Douglas Ha aha  of 
UCSF and Robert Weinberg of MIT. 

In that article — required reading for every cancer biologist — the authors describe six features, or 

hallmarks, of cancer that they believe characterize the disease, including things like activated growth 

factor signaling and evasion of cell death. Not included on the list is anything having to do with altered 

metabolism, the subject of the new paper. 

Metabolism did later receive attention from these authors, but even then it was accorded a secondary 

status. 

The epeated ef ai  f o  t aditio al io he ists is that alte ed eta olis  is e el  a  i di e t 
phenomenon in cancer, a secondary effect of cancer cells gaining signals to survive and prolife ate,  D . 
Tho pso  sa s. The he eti al pa t of ou  a gu e t is that e’ e gotte  all of this o g.  

In support of their view, Drs. Thompson and Pavlova point out that many cancer-causing genes, or 

oncogenes, have direct effects on metabolism. For example, the oncogenes AKT and RAS directly 

increase glucose consumption by cells. Other cancer-associated genes, such as MYC and Rb, boost 

uptake of amino acids, another important nutrient. 

  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10647931
http://www.cell.com/abstract/S0092-8674(11)00127-9


 

Oncogenes do not simply transmit instructions for a cell to survive, grow, and divide, but in fact directly 

control nutrient uptake and utilization. 

 

 

Natasha Pavlova - cancer biologist 

It is e o i g i easi gl  lea  that o oge es do ot si pl  t a s it i st u tio s fo  a ell to su i e, 
grow, and divide, but in fact di e tl  o t ol ut ie t uptake a d utilizatio ,  sa s D . Pa lo a, a 
postdo to al fello  i  the Tho pso  la  a d the pape ’s fi st autho . 

This eta oli  ep og a i g  has lo g-term consequences for the cell, she says, transforming it from 

one that obeys the instructions of its neighbors to one that seeks only to feed and reproduce itself.  

 


